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Introduction: Hale crater located at 35.7°S      

36.34°W in the north region of Argyre basin it’s a          
complex impact crater with a central peak and a         
slightly elliptical rim (140 in the short axis and 160 km           
in the long axis). Hale is one of the largest impact           
craters that has associated channels with a radial        
pattern [1]. Several works have identified and       
described geoforms associated with glacial and      
periglacial environments, such as lateral moraines,      
rock glaciers, polygonized surface [2][3][4]. In      
addition, the presence of gullies on the walls of the          
crater indicates recent water activity that some authors        
associated with ice melting and groundwater [5].  

Here we report depressions and glacial and       
periglacial geoforms found in the external east-facing       
slope of the crater rim. In particular, circular to         
subcircular depressions are recognized whose     
characteristics are compatible with those of pit craters        
[6]. In this work we identify and map this region of           
the Hale crater and propose possible formation       
mechanisms.  

Methods: We focused the analysis on the east        
crater wall, mapping this region using HiRISE and        
CTX images (Figure 1). We identify and describe the         
depressions emphasizing the morphological    
distribution, size, orientation and relationship with      
other recognized geoforms. 

 
Figure 1: CTX Mosaic of Hale Crater (from Global 
CTX Mosaic of The Bruce Murray Laboratory for 

Planetary Visualization). In green the HiRISE image 
location (PSP_003209_1445). In orange the location 

with ice related landforms recognized by [4]. 
 

Results: We recognized elongated landforms with      
depressed interior that were identified as lateral       
moraine deposits associated with glacier activity      

(Figure 2A) and rock glaciers were also recognized        
(Figure 2B). 

 
Figure 2: Ice related landform identified in Hale 

Crater. 
 

We identified 72 depressions that present a typical        
circular and subcircular geometry and lack of rim and         
ejecta layer, with similar aspect to pits crater [6]. In          
several cases it is observed that the pits are intersected          
by gullies or overlay gullies. The morphological       
analysis of the pits allows to differentiate four types: 

i) Single pits of circular to subcircular morphology        
with diameters from 3 to 25 meters, some of them have           
a conic shape although most of them have a flat floor.           
They are located in areas of high slope as in plain           
(Figure 3A). 

ii) Aligned pits that form a chain. Simple pits and          
other overlapping composed pits can be recognized       
(Figure 3B). 

iii) Composed pits with irregular geometry where       
one single pit cannot be recognized, the floor is highly          
irregular and terrace type structures can be identified        
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on the walls (Figure 3C). These are the largest         
structures with dimensions up to 60x80 meters.  

iv) Pits with elliptical geometry with the maximum        
axis in the direction of the slope and flat floor (Figure           
3D). These are the shallowest pits comparing with the         
other categories.  

 
Discussion: In the analyzed region we recognize       

geoforms that evidence the presence of ice in the past          
and pits craters. Here we investigated if there is a          
relation between ice melting processes and depressions       
or not. There is no evidence of failure in the zone and            
the only structures reported correspond to extensional       
structures of circular geometry associated to the       
impact. In addition, the direction of pit chains and         
elliptical pits deformation follows the direction of the        
slope, so an extensive origin for these pits is dismissed.          
Although previous works report the presence of       
thermokarst depressions in the north and northwest       
walls of the Hale crater (Figure 2), the description of          
these features doesn't correspond to those observed in        
this work [6]. Because of the lack of evidence of          
structures that control the collapse, the morphological       
differences with thermokarst features describe by other       
authors and the relationship between pits deformation       
and the direction of the slope, we proposed a process          
associated with ice-melting and groundwater sapping      
erosion, as one possible mechanism that generated pit        
craters in this region. 
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Figura 3: Pits crater  morphologies. The arrows 

indicated the deformation and pit chains direction. 
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